RESERVATIONS
Tel: +27 (0)21 683 0234
reservations@bateleursafaricamp.com
ENQUIRIES
marketing@bateleursafaricamp.com

ON TRACK BATELEUR EXPERIENCE
Under the watchful guidance of expert rangers and trackers, we use the central theme of tracking big game in a
prime Big 5 open system to impart crucial business and life lessons to participants. Watch the 4 short video clips
below for insight into how we meaningfully address the issues faced worldwide by management teams, leaders,
and businesses in general.

ON PURPOSE

ON TRACK ADVANCE

ON TRACK LEADER

ON TRACK BUSINESS

Using Bateleur Safari Camp as a very comfortable base, each On Track Bateleur Experience takes place on 10.000
hectares of the world famous Timbavati Reserve. Sharing unfenced borders with the Kruger National Park itself,
this is an exceptional Big 5 safari location and one of the last remaining truly untamed pieces of Africa.

THE FULL EXPERIENCE
Departing from Bateleur Safari Camp at sunrise every morning, we spend a lot of time on foot in the African bush,
experiencing the systematic and intuitive following of the track and sign left by animals, primarily the Big 5.
Through this process of trailing an animal, we experience the ecology of the greater landscape and the processes
that afford it resilience and the ability to change and adapt to environmental influences. From this process we
learn about both life and business. We read the lessons that we observe in the sand and draw from them both
inspiration and direction.
Activities may include open-vehicle guided game drives, basic astronomy, bush craft & survival, tracking and
approaching the Big 5 on foot and the Catena sequence. The flow and choice of activities are determined by the
group and what Nature presents at the time. During the evenings we have discussions and stories around the
campfire – a time to reflect on the experiences and happenings of the day. Weather permitting, each group spends
one night sleeping out in the African bush under the stars, a truly life-changing experience.
Each group has an incredible bush experience under the expert guidance of Callie Roos and Andreas Liebenberg.
There is of course a significant underlying purpose to this experience: what can we learn from Nature and how can
we relate these lessons to our personal lives and businesses:

AFRICAN BUFFALO KEYNOTE

AFRICAN TRACKER KEYNOTE

SURVIVOR KEYNOTE

SIGNIFICANCE KEYNOTE

TAKERS KEYNOTE
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In addition to appealing to corporate management teams, leaders, and businesses in general, the On Track
Bateleur Experience is highly beneficial to those whose dependence on, or addiction to, technology is either ruling
or even disrupting daily life.
Technology dependence and addiction, which includes social media use, is becoming increasingly widespread in
society today and has been linked to mental health issues. The reality is that ‘screen time’ is being increasingly
linked to loneliness, anxiety, and depression amongst adolescents and even adults. Time spent immersed in the
untamed African bush, away from the temptations of technology, is the ideal way to reset and change course.
Whatever your reason for participating, the On Track Bateleur Experience is life-changing, affording participants
time for reflection and self-discovery, and stimulating you to challenge your current mental framework.

ON TRACK BATELEUR EXPERIENCE: DATES & DETAILS
Every year we offer several On Track Bateleur Experiences with fixed dates, but on-demand On Track Bateleur
Experiences can be arranged for groups subject to availability. Suitable participants would be corporates (either
individuals or teams), private individuals, or groups of individuals. The experience of each group will be slightly
different, but the central themes remain consistent.

2019 ON TRACK BATELEUR EXPERIENCE DATES (4 nights / 5 days):
•
•
•
•

18-22 March
12-16 June
19-23 July
3-7 November

Minimum 6 and maximum 16 participants for each On Track Bateleur Experience; groups of 9+ will be split
appropriately for field work. If the minimum of 6 participants is not achieved 60 days before the start of each
Experience, then that Experience will be cancelled and deposits refunded in full.
‘ON-DEMAND’ ON TRACK BATELEUR EXPERIENCES:
Subject to availability at the time of booking, we also offer on-demand Experiences for groups/companies who
want to choose their own dates and experience duration. Minimum On Track Bateleur Experience duration is 3
nights. Minimum 6 and maximum 16 participants for each experience.
RATES FOR ALL ON TRACK BATELEUR EXPERIENCES:
• R16 000 per person sharing per night
• R19 500 per person single per night (subject to room availability at the time of booking)
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RATES INCLUDE:
• VAT @ 15%
• Accommodation in quality 2 to 4-person safari units with en suite bathrooms. One night will be spent
sleeping out in the African bush under the stars with basic bedding provided.
• Daily guided activities led by qualified & armed rangers & qualified trackers
• Informative instruction relating to bush craft and survival skills
• The full ‘On Track Bateleur Experience’ as described above, including all applicable guiding / leader fees
• 3 meals per day; teas & coffees; soft drinks; juices; drinking water
• Timbavati Reserve Conservation Levies
RATES EXCLUDE:
• Timbavati Gate vehicle levy of R160 per vehicle (subject to change without notice)
• Alcohol – local beers and wines can be purchased in camp
• ALL transfers to and from Bateleur Safari Camp – options and rates available on request
• Gratuities and all items of a personal nature
• Anything else not mentioned above
PLEASE NOTE:
• Minimum On Track Bateleur Experience duration is 3 nights throughout the year
• Rates, conditions and levies are subject to change without prior notice
• Minimum age 12 for all participants; no maximum age but an appropriate fitness level is required since
each group can spend many hours per day in the field tracking big game
• Participants will be required to sign an indemnity on arrival
• Participants may be filmed and/or photographed during the On Track Bateleur Experience and the
footage/photos may be used for promotional purposes
• If you are self-driving, please bring cash for gate fees (no ATM’s in the bush)
• Booking prerequisite: guests must have adequate travel insurance to cover any emergency, casualty
evacuation and/or hospitalization for their full safari duration
BOOKING & PAYMENT
• Booking form plus 20% non-refundable deposit required to confirm the booking (a full refund will be
applied should the minimum requirement of 6 participants not be met).
• Full payment of the 80% balance is required at least 30 days before arrival.
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CANCELLATIONS
28+ days prior to arrival

20% of the total amount

27-21 days prior to arrival 40% of the total amount
20-14 days prior to arrival 60% of the total amount
13-0 days prior to arrival 100% of the total amount
Please ensure that you have adequate cancellation insurance to cover the above

CALLIE ROOS & ANDREAS LIEBENBERG
All On Track Bateleur Experiences are led by Callie Roos and Andreas Liebenberg, who are each highly respected
leaders and pace setters in their respective areas of expertise. Callie Roos is a motivational speaker and
business/life coach. Andreas Liebenberg is the owner of Bateleur Safari Camp and one of only 9 Scouts in South
Africa, which relates to a highly specialist guiding skill set and extensive experience and knowledge of dangerous
game.

WHO IS CALLIE ROOS?
Philosopher on Purpose
• Speaker on Inspiration
• Rescuer on Life and Business strategies
• Facilitator of Corporate Culture, Business and Leadership skills as well as Team Processes
• Advisor for Executive Leaders and Teams
Callie Roos courageously left an eminent career in the South African military as a Special Forces soldier and Senior
Military Staff Officer to assume his responsibility in the process of re-building the South African nation in both
mind and spirit. It is Callie’s passion to advance organizations and their people from survival to significance.
Callie is a truly Inspirational Speaker whose deep insight into personal and business issues provokes strength and
motivation to overcome personal and inter-personal hurdles. His success has elevated him to the status of spiritual
guide in the eyes of many people from job seekers to business leaders alike. Callie’s superb skills of survival and
tracking – honed and mastered in the African wilderness - designate him as a facilitator of strategic and leadership
thinking, business skills and team processes par excellence.
Callie’s ‘On Track Advance' intervention in unfenced, big five country is an unrivalled experience! Hundreds of
senior business teams can already affirm that learning the ancient art of tracking is intensely thrilling and promotes
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a deep revival of the spirit as they are expertly guided through a close encounter with their own most primitive
roots!

WHO IS ANDREAS LIEBENBERG?
Specialist nature guide & tracker
• FGASA (field guide association of Southern Africa) SKS DG qualification (specialist skill set –
dangerous game)
• FGASA Scout #8 (combination senior tracker and SKS DG qualification)
Animal tracker trainer, mentor and assessor
• Qualified assessor under the Cybertracker animal track & sign and trailing evaluation
process
Tactical man-tracker trainer and assessor
• Co-founder of CITT (counter insurgency tracker training)
• Leads man-tracker training and conservation security interventions across Africa
• Operational experience in anti-poaching
Unarmed combat instructor
• 30 years of martial and life arts study
Combat firearms instructor
• Conducts tactical firearm Experiences for civilians and professionals
• Founder member Peace Parks Foundation
Andreas has been involved in the conservation industry for over 25 years with an extensive background in man and
animal tracking, self-protection and combat training, and wilderness guiding. A Scout is a combination of a Senior
Tracker qualification and the top African guiding qualification of FGASA; it relates to a specialist guiding skill set
and extensive experience and knowledge of dangerous game. There are only 9 Scouts in South Africa and Andreas
is Scout #8.
Andreas is involved in animal and man-tracking professionally across Africa. He trains and assesses field rangers in
the conservation security industry and mentors anti-poaching teams whilst ‘on the job’. Similarly, Andreas trains,
mentors and assesses trackers in the eco-tourism industry.
Together with Callie Roos, they use the Bateleur Safari Camp in the Timbavati Private Nature Reserve as a platform
to experience the wilderness and use the central theme of tracking large game in a prime ‘Big 5’ open system to
impart crucial business and life lessons to ‘On Track’ Bateleur participants.
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